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MoveColumn - containing data in a

table I want to move a column.
Here is a code to do that: -- Move a
column UPDATE #tableSet.Subsets
SET [Collection] = [Collection] + 5

But the program doesn't work in
this way. Instead, it fires an error.
--This is the error Msg 102, Level
15, State 1, Line 4 Incorrect syntax
near '+'. My column is type varchar.
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A: I think you're referring to a CLR
stored procedure that you write.
That would look like: -- Move a
column exec dbo.MoveColumn

Then, you need to create the CLR
stored procedure to give it

permission to update your table.
Luke Percival says the moment he
heard he’d been struck on the head
by a cricket ball was “like a punch
to the face”. Asked for his reaction

as he was wheeled out of the
hospital after being hit by a bouncer
on the head, he was brought up by

the opposition. “That’s my
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reaction, mate,” he said. “If you
can’t even get to bat in first-grade
footy you can’t get to bat on the

MCG. If you can’t run two hundred
metres in a 100 [metres dash] you
can’t run on the MCG. You’re a
big match player and this is what
you’re handed.” He was talking to
his girlfriend, before they shared a
flight back to Brisbane on Sunday

night from Adelaide, as the
Claremont-based youngster waited
to find out if he’d played his last
game for the club. “I thought to
myself, ‘I can’t believe this is
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actually happening,’” he said. “I
guess you never really think it’s
going to be your last game at a

club. I knew in that moment that no
matter what, I was not going to play

a single game of cricket again for
one club.” He was rushed to Prince

Charles in Adelaide on Saturday
morning, where he had scans on
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